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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this note we continue the study (see [l l-131) of associative rings with 
unity (hereafter simply “rings”) in which every two-sided ideal is generated 
by a finite subnormalising sequence (for terminology, see the companion 
paper [12], or [14]). Such a ring we call a bi-noetheriun pseudo-com- 
mutative ring, or BPC ring for short. Note that a BPC ring is not assumed 
to satisfy any one-sided chain conditions. In [ 111 we show that “almost 
all” BPC rings are neither left nor right noetherian, and do not satisfy 
either Goldie condition on either side. 
Our objectives here are threefold. First, we establish in Section 2 that 
any semiprime BPC ring R contains a left-right Ore set of regular elements, 
T= T(R), such that the ring of quotients of R with respect to T is a 
polysimple ring (i.e., a finite direct sum of simple rings). Second, using this 
result we establish in Section 3 the existence of a reduced rank function, 
defined for suitable bimodules over BPC rings S, R, which has many 
properties resembling those of the reduced rank function for right 
noetherian modules over right noetherian rings, as discussed in [ 1; 2, 
Chap. 21. As in the one-sided case, our results could be made to hold on 
somewhat weaker assumptions, but the technical complications do not 
seem worth the slight extra generality thus obtainable. 
In Section 4 we use the results of Section 3 to prove (Theorem 4.6) that if 
P is a prime ideal minimal over an invertible ideal X of a BPC ring R, then 
P is of height at most 1. From this we deduce that if Ru = uR is a two-sided 
ideal, other than R, of a BPC ring R and if Q is a prime minimal over Ru, 
then Q is of height at most 1, and hence that BPC rings have d.c.c. on 
prime ideals. These results are close analogues of one-sided results given in 
[ 1,2] (and in their turn inspired by work of Jategaonkar [7, 81). 
All our major results are new, largely because BPC rings without one- 
sided chain conditions are a little-studied class of rings. It is shown in the 
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related paper [11] that the class of BPC rings is very extensive, and in 
particular that if R is a (possibly) one-sided or two-sided noetherian BPC 
ring then there exist infinitely many pairwise non-equivalent functors G,( ) 
(for t > 1 a cardinal number) on the category of rings to itself such that 
each G,(R) is a BPC ring containing R that is neither left nor right 
noetherian, and that for large enough cardinals a, b, G,(R) = G,(R) implies 
a = b. Other examples of BPC rings are also discussed in [ 121, and include 
skew polynomial rings over simple rings provided that the skewing 
automorphisms atisfy conditions identified in [12]. Our methods, on the 
other hand, are entirely inspired by standard material on one-sided 
noetherian rings and modules: at points we give for completeness 
arguments borrowed almost verbatim from such standard material. 
Nevertheless, there are large and interesting classes of BPC rings which are 
neither left nor right noetherian, and our variant of the standard methods 
may repay further study elsewhere. 
We refer to Section 2 of the companion paper [ 121 for terminology and 
some basic results which will be used throughout. A ringlet is an 
“associative ring not necessarily with unity.” 
2. RINGS OF QUOTIENTS 
An ideal A of a ring R is uniform if, whenever B, C are non-zero ideals of 
R contained in A, B n C #O. We shall say that an ideal A is strongly 
uniform if, whenever B, C are non-zero ideals of R contained in A, BC # 0. 
Since BC E B n C, it is clear that a strongly uniform ideal is a uniform 
ideal. 
The following straightforward result gives a useful characterisation of 
strongly uniform ideals. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let R be a ringlet and A an ideal of R. The following 
conditions on A are equivalent: 
(1) A is strongly uniform; 
*(2) LA(A) is a prime ideal and LA(A) n A = 0; 
(2)* RA(A) is a prime ideal and RA(A) n A = 0; 
(3) A is a prime ringlet in its own right. 
When they are satisfied, then LA(B) = LA(A) and RA(B) = RA(A) for any 
non-zero ideal B of R such that BE A. 
The importance of strongly uniform ideals is brought out by the 
following easy result. 
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PROPOSITION 2.2. Let R be a semiprime ring and A a t&form ideal. Then 
A is strongly untform. 
In view of these results, it is not difficult to prove the following, which 
involves chiefly arguments from the proofs of [2, Lemma 1.16; 5, 
Lemma 1.11: 
THEOREM 2.3. Let R be a semiprime ring. The following conditions on R 
are equivalent : 
(1 ) R has a.c.c. on annihilator ideals; 
(2) R has d.c.c. on annihilator ideals; 
(3) R has finite bimodule (Goldie) dimension n >, 1; 
(4) R contains a finite direct sum A = @A, of strongly untform ideals 
which is essential as an ideal of R; 
(5) R has finitely many distinct minimal prime ideals, say PI ,..., P,,, 
and nP,=O. 
Recall that, if R, S are rings and M is an R-S bimodule, then an element 
u of M is normalising if Ru = US. We shall say an element v of M is seminor- 
malising if v #O and there exist finitely many non-zero normalising 
elements u, ,..., u,, (n 3 1) such that v = u, + ... + u,, and the sum of the 
subbimodules Rui is direct. 
Every non-zero normalising element is seminormalising. If D is the 
division ring of real quaternions and A4 is the D-D bimodule D@ D then 
the element (1, i) is seminormalising but not normalising. If R is the real 
field, C the complex field, and L is the R-R bimodule COC, then the 
element (1, 1) is normalising, and we have (1, l)=(l, l)=(l,O)+(O, l)= 
($ + i, $+ i) + (4 - i, f - i), which shows that neither the integer n nor the 
subbimodules Ru, are uniquely determined by u. 
We shall say that an R-S bimodule M has enough normalising elements if 
every non-zero subbimodule contains a non-zero normalising element, and 
is pseudo-centralking if every cyclic subbimodule is generated by a finite 
subnormalising sequence. Thus, if M satisfies bi-a.c.c., then M is pseudo- 
centralising if and only if the factor bimodule M/N has enough normalising 
elements for every subbimodule N. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let M he an R-S bimodule which has enough normalising 
elements and is of finite bimodule dimension n. Then every non-zero sub- 
bimodule N of M contains a non-zero normalising element u such that 
Ru = US is a uniform bimodule. A subbimodule L is essential (as sub- 
bimodule) tf and only tf it contains a finite direct sum @ :=, Rui of untform 
himodules Ru, = u,S, where u, ,..., u,, E M. 
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Proof: Since M has enough normalising elements, this follows in a 
straightforward way from standard results. 
Evidently the seminormalising element u = ur + . . + u,, implicit in 
Lemma 2.4 is of a special type, and we shall say that a seminormalising 
element u is special if it can be written u = u, + ... + u,~, where the sum 
2 Ru, is direct, where @;=, Ru, is essential, and where each Rui= u,S is a 
uniform bimodule. We shall call such a decomposition of t’ a standard 
decomposition. If R = S is a prime ring and A4 is the bimodule RR,, then 
the special seminormalising elements are simply the non-zero normalising 
elements of R. 
Suppose R is a ring and v = ur + . . + u,, is a seminormalising element 
(of R RR), where each u, is normalising and the sum C Ru, is direct. Then 
clearly uiuj = u,ui = 0 for i # j. Suppose further that R is semiprime and u is 
special seminormalising with a standard decomposition II = U, + . + u,, 
(so that R has bimodule Goldie dimension n). If aE R and au =0 then 
uu, = 0 for each i, so a(C Ru,) = 0; hence (RaR) n (C Rui) = 0. But C Ru, is 
an essential ideal, so a = 0. Similarly uh = 0 implies h = 0. Hence u is 
regular. 
Furthermore, suppose L’ = M’, + ... + K’,, is another standard decom- 
position of u. Since each Rw, is uniform, w,uj # 0 for at most one j. Since u 
is regular, ~l~u,#O for at least one j. Re-ordering we may assume that 
\t’,ui # 0 # U,IV; for each i and u,~v, = 0 = u’,ui for 1 6 i, j d n, and i # j. 
Combining these observations we see that, for each i, 
u,u = uf = vu, = w,u, = u, “t’, = VW, = w,u = w:. 
Thus the decomposition u2 = C;=, uf is uniquely determined by u, whatever 
may be the case with the decomposition u = u, + ... + u,. Since R is 
semiprime, u2 is of course also a special seminormalising element and the 
decomposition just given is a standard decomposition. 
The remarks of the previous paragraphs are summarised in 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let R he a semiprime ring of finite (himodule) Goldie 
dimension and u = Cy= , Ru, = Cy=, Rw, he two standard decompositions of u 
special seminormulising element u. Then n = m is the Goldie dimension of R, u 
is a regular element of R, and we may assume that if 1 B i, j Q n, and i # j 
then u,wi # 0 # wiu, and u,w, = w,u, = 0. The special seminormalising element 
u2 has a standard decomposition u2 = UT $ . i- ui, where the elements 
7 ni,..., uf, are uniquely determined by u. 
Now suppose that R is a ring, and that t = u, + ... + u,, 
u=w, + ‘.. +w, are seminormalising elements, where Ru; = uiR and 
Rw, = w,R for each i, .j and where the sums x;=, Ru, and x7=, Rwi are 
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direct. If in addition each Rui (Ru; respectively) is uniform, we shall say t 
(v) is pue-special. When t and u are both pre-special, then for any i. 
1 < i 6 n, there is at most one j, 1 d j < m, such that U, w, # 0, and for any p, 
1 < p < m, there is at most one q, 1 d q dn, such that uq wP # 0. Clearly 
tu #O if and only if there is at least one ordered pair (i, j) such that 
uj~lj#O. Suppose tu #O and let S denote the set of such ordered pairs. 
Then ISJ d min(m, n), and tv=CCi,i)eS u,w>, where each u~M?, is nor- 
malising, each Ruiwj = uiwiR is uniform, and the sum C Ru,w, is direct. We 
have proved 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Let R he a ring and t, v be pre-special seminormalising 
elements such that tv # 0. Then tv is a pre-special seminormalising element. 
Now let t = u, + . . + u, be a seminormalising element of a ring R, 
where each tli is non-zero normalising and the sum C Rui is direct. Then 
u;u, = 0 for i # j, and t2 = C ~2. Let a, b E R. Then at2 = C auf = C uialu, = 
x u,u,a: for some ai, a: E R. Let a* = C ~,a;. Then at2 = (C u;)(C u,a:) = 
ta*. Similarly, there exists b* such that b*t = t2b. If t is not nilpotent then 
each t’ is seminormalising. We have proved 
PROPOSITION 2.7. Let R be a ring and a, 6, t E R. Suppose t is a semi- 
normalising element and is not nilpotent. Then there exist elements a*, b* of 
R such that at2 = ta* and t2b = b*t. Hence the set { 1, t,... > of powers oft, in 
which ti is seminormalising for j 3 1, satisfies the left and the right Ore 
conditions. 
From previous discussions, the following result is clear. 
PROPOSITION 2.8. Let R be a semiprime ring of finite bimodule dimension 
n, and let v, t be special seminormalising elements with standard decom- 
positionsv=u,+...+u,,andt=w,+ ’ ’ . + w,, Then (after a suitable per- 
mutation of 1, . . . . n) vt is special seminormalising, vt = u, w , + . . + u,, w,, is a 
standard decomposition of vt, and u,w, = w,u, = 0 .for 1 < i, j d n, and i # j. 
We make the convention that the product of an empty set of special 
seminormalising elements is 1. If R is a ring such that the bimodule RRR 
has enough normalising elements, we call R weak1.y pseudo-commutative. 
THEOREM 2.9. Let R be a semiprime ring of finite bimodule dimension n 
and T’ be a multiplicatively closed, non-empty set offinite products of speciul 
seminormalising elements. Then T’ is a left-right Ore set of regular elements 
of R. If T= T(R) is the set of all finite products of special seminormalising 
elements in R then any element x # 1 of T is special seminormalising and T is 
characteristic (i.e., any ring automorphism of R permutes T). If R is weakly 
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pseudo-commutative and Q is the ring of quotients qf R with respect to T, 
then Q is the direct sum of n simple rings. 
Proof. That T’ is a set of regular elements of R follows from 
Proposition 2.5, and that T’ is left-right Ore follows from Proposition 2.7. 
By convention 1 E T, clearly T is characteristic and if x E T, x # 1 then x is 
special seminormalising by Proposition 2.6. If R is weakly pseudo-com- 
mutative then every essential ideal of R contains an element of T, by 
Lemma 2.4. But R has finitely many distinct minimal primes P, , . . . . P,, such 
that P, n . . n P,, = 0, and an ideal A of R is essential if and only if it is 
not contained in any P,. Hence the only ideals of Q are extensions of ideals 
contained in at least one P,, and it follows by standard common 
denominator arguments that every prime ideal M = M, of Q is an extension 
of P, for a unique i, 1 <id n, so is maximal. It also follows that 
fly=, M, = 0. Hence Q is a direct sum of n simple rings. 
COROLLARY 2.10. Let R he u weakly pseudo-commutative semiprime 
ring. Then R contains a left-right Ore set T of regular elements such that the 
ring of quotients Q of R with respect to T is polysimple (f and only if’ R 
satisfies the a.c.c. on annihilutor ideals. 
Proof: This is immediate from Theorems 2.3 and 2.9. 
COROLLARY 2.11. Let R be a BPC ring and N a semiprime ideal of R. 
Then S= R/N contains a left-right Ore set T of regular elements such that 
the ring of quotients of S with respect to T is polysimple. 
Proof: Clearly S is a bi-noetherian weakly pseudo-commutative ring. 
3. THE REDUCED RANK FUNCTION 
The following result is a two-sided analogue of [2, Lemma 1.11. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let S, R he rings and M be an S-R himodule with essential 
&&module E. If 0 # u E M and u is normalising then there is an essential 
ideal A qf R such that 0 # uA c E. 
ProofI (After [2]). If A = { XE R: UXE E) then A is an ideal of R and 
0 # uA n E. If B is a non-zero ideal of R then either MB = 0, and then B G A, 
oruB#O,and thenthereisakEBsuchthatO#ukEE,soO#kEAnB. 
The assumption that u is normalising cannot be dropped from 
Lemma 3.1, even under other very restrictive assumptions about S, R, 
and M. 
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EXAMPLE 3.2. Let Q denote the rational field, t be a central indeter- 
minate, and K be the field Q(l). Let d: K -+ K be the derivation “differen- 
tiation with respect to t.” Let M be the associative K-K bimodule which is 
free on the right on u, u and in which left multiplication is defined by 
r(ua + vb) = u(ra + (rd) 6) + urh, for r, n, h E K. Then M has a composition 
series as left and as right K module, and as K-K bimodule, each series being 
of length 2. If N = Ku = UK then 0, N, and M= KvK are the only sub- 
bimodules of M, so N is essential in K. But there is no non-zero ideal A of 
K such that VA EN. 
Nevertheless, in some circumstances Lemma 3.1 can be extended, albeit 
at the cost of some weakening. The following lemma is related to 
Lemma 2.2 of [6]. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let S, R he rings and M he an S-R himodule with suh- 
himodule K generated by normalising elements. If E is an essential suh- 
himodule of M and x E K there is an essential ideal B of R such that xB c E. 
Proof There are normalising elements u,, . . . . u,, of K such that 
x = u, r, + . . . + unr,, for some r, E R. If, for each i, Bj is an essential ideal of 
R such that u,B, c E, let B = fi; B;. 
For any S-R bimodule M we define the torsion subbimodule 
Y(M) = (x E M: BxA = 0 for essential ideals A, B of S, R respectively}. If S, 
R are semiprime BPC rings then clearly Y(M) = {x E M: 3u E T(S), 
tE T(R). uxt =O}. A bimodule M is torsionfree if Y(M) = 0. Clearly 
M/Y(M) is torsionfree. 
In the same situation, let * Y(M) = {x E M: Bx = 0 for some essential 
ideal B of S} and Y*(M) be analogously defined on the right. Clearly 
* Y(M) + Y*(M) G Y(M). It can happen that all three are different, even 
when R = S is a commutative, semiprime principal ideal ring and M is a 
BPC R-R bimodule with a left and a right composition series (though if R 
is a commutative principal ideal domain and M is generated by nor- 
malising elements it can be shown that all three coincide). For example, let 
A be the ring of integers, C be a field of p elements (p prime), and 
R = A @ C. We can embed R in S, = (g 5) and in S, = ({ F). If N, is the 
minimal ideal of S, for i = 1, 2, then 0 = * Y(N, ) # Y*( N,) = Y(N,) = N,, 
and 0= Y*(N,)# *Y(N,)= NZ. If M= N, ON, then N, = Y*(M)# 
Y(M) = M # *Y(M) = N,. 
Until further notice, we fix the following notation: S, R are semiprime 
BPC rings and M is an S-R bimodule generated by a finite sub- 
normalising sequence (and hence a BPC bimodule). We let W, Q be the 
polysimple quotient rings of S, R, respectively, with respect to T(S), T(R), 
respectively. It is clear that Y(M) is the kernel of the natural S-R bimodule 
homomorphism M -+ W@ M@ Q, and that there is a natural isomorphism 
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WQ(M/Y(M))QQ-WQMQQ. If XEM let x=l@x@l~W@ 
MQQ, and let M*= W@MQQ. 
THEOREM 3.4. With the above notation, suppose M is generated by the 
S-R subnormalising sequence x,, . . . . x,. Then X,, . . . . X,, is a W-Q subnor- 
making sequence in M*, which is a BPC W-Q bimodule with a bimodule 
composition series. Furthermore, if we let .f,=OEM* then 
Y( (ST, + Cbp l Wx,)/(Ck- ’ Wx;)) = 0 for 1 < r < n. 
Proof Without loss of generality we may assume Y(M) =O, so that 
M+ M* is injective. We can then identify x,, . . . . x, with their images in 
M* and use that notation (without bars). Note that x0 = 0 EM. 
Now X, is certainly S-R normalising. Let C= ,54(x,) and B = RA(x,). If, 
say, C is an essential ideal of S then Cx, R = 0 so x1 E Y(M) = 0, and then 
x2 is S-R normalising. If M # 0 there is a least j> 1 such that x, # 0, and 
without loss of generality we may assume j = 1, i.e., that C is not essential 
in S, and similarly that B is not essential in R. 
As noted in Section 2, every uniform ideal of a BPC ring contains a 
uniform ideal generated by a normalising element. Let u,, . . . . u, (r 2 1) be 
normalising elements of S such that each Su, is uniform, the sum C; Sui is 
direct, C n (C; Su,) = 0, and (C; Su,) 0 C is essential in S. It is easily seen 
that each Su,x, is a uniform bimodule, and that the sum z:; Su,x, is direct 
and essential in Sx,. Hence r is the uniform bimodule dimension of 
Sk, = xi R and by symmetry there exist normalising elements ui , . . . . v, of R 
such that each v, R and each x, v,R is uniform, the sums C; viR and 
C; x,v,R are direct, (C’; viR) n B=O, (C’; viR)@ B is essential in R, and 
C; x, vi R is essential in x, R. 
Now for each j, Su,x, =x, Bj for some non-zero ideal B, of R. Hence 
B, n ((C; v,R)@ B) #O, and it is easily seen that (after a possible per- 
mutation of 1, . . . . r) we may assume that 0 # v,B, z Bj n (C; v,R) c v,R. 
There is an ideal D, of R such that B, n (Cl v, R) = vIDJ, and an ideal Ei of 
S such that E,u,x, = x,v,D,. Note that 0 # E,u,x, =x, v,D,, and that Eiui 
and v,D, are uniform ideals of S and R, respectively. 
Now E,ui contains a non-zero normalising element of S, say aui, where 
aE E,. If b E R then there exist dE D,, b’ E R, and SE S such that 
au,x, =x, aid and (xi v,d) b = s(xl v,d) = s(au,x,) = (sxI)(u,d) = (x, b’)(v,d). 
Hence x,(b’v,d-v,db)=O. But v,RnB=O, so b’v,d=v,db. The argument 
is reversible (starting from b’), so v,d is a non-zero normalising element of 
R. Thus by symmetry we see that, for non-zero elements p, q of E,u, and 
v, Dj, respectively, such that px, = x1 q, p is S-S normalising if and only if q 
is R-R normalising. 
Now let t E T(S) and let 0 # w, E E,u, be S-S normalising. From Sec- 
tion 2, tw, # 0 is an S-S normalising element of E,u,, so there exists a non- 
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zero normalising element yi of v,qj such that twjx, =x, yj. It then follows 
easily that there exist de T(S) n ((I; E,u,)@ C) and qE T(R) such that 
td.u, =x, q. 
So let gt-’ be a typical element of W, with g E S and t E T(S). Then 
gt~‘x,=gdd-‘t-‘x,=gd(td)-‘x,qq-‘=gdx,q~’=x,g’d’q~’ in an 
obvious notation. Thus Wxl E x, Q, and by symmetry x, is W-Q nor- 
malising. 
Once we have shown that, for 1 <r <n, Y((Sx,+x;-’ Wx,)/ 
(xi- * Wx,)) = 0, then it will follow by an almost identical argument (and 
induction) that x,, . . . . x, is a W-Q subnormalising sequence. So suppose 
r > 1, k E S, h E T(S), f~ T(R), and hkx,fE C;- I Wx,. By an appropriate 
inductive hypothesis kx, = h - ‘(hkx,f) f ~ ’ E (x6- ’ Wx,), as required. 
Finally, W and Q are polysimple, hence are BPC rings with bimodule 
composition series (over themselves). By Proposition 4.1 and Theorem 4.5 
of [12], M* is a W-Q BPC bimodule with a bimodule composition series. 
For semiprime BPC rings S, R and a BPC S-R bimodule A4, we define 
the reduced rank Z(M) to be the bimodule composition series length of 
W@ MO Q. (Note that Example 3.2 shows that we can have Y(M) = 0 but 
Z(M) # Bdim(M), the uniform bimodule dimension of M.) 
Clearly Z(M) as so far defined is additive. It is not difficult to use 
Lemmas 3.1 and 3.3 to prove the following. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. With the above notation, if there exist normalising 
elements x1, . . . . x, of M such that M = C; Sx, + Y(M) then Z(M) = 
Bdim(M/Y(M)). 
We now revise our previous conventions, and let S, R be BPC rings with 
nilpotent prime radicals L, N, respectively. Let s 2 1, r 2 1 be the least 
positive integers such that L” = 0 and N’= 0, and let A4 be a BPC S-R 
bimodule. Let W, Q be the polysimple rings of quotients of S/L, R/N with 
respect to T(S/L), T(R/N), respectively. Let Z*(K) denote the reduced 
rank of a BPC (S/L)-(R/N) bimodule K. We will need the following 
obvious result. 
LEMMA 3.6. If M # 0 is an S-R bimodule (not necessarily BPC) then 
LM+MN#M. 
Using this lemma we define the reducing series of a (BPC) S-R bimodule 
M#ObyH,(M)=M,H,(M)=LM+MN,and H,+,(M)=H,(H,(M))for 
H,(M) #O. The length of this series is the least integer p > 1 such that 
H,(M)=O. Clearlypdr+s. Note that each Hj/Hj+,, O<j<p, is a (BPC) 
(S/L)-(R/N) bimodule. We let the reduced rank of M (if M is BPC) be 
Z(M) = x:p - ’ Z*( Hj/Hj+ , ). For a BPC ring R and semiprime ideal N let 
T(R; N) denote the set of elements of R whose images in R/N belong to 
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T(R/N). It is straightforward to adapt the proof of [2, Theorem 2.23 or 
[ 1, Theorem 1.21 to obtain (by induction on p) 
THEOREM 3.1. With the above notation, if M is a BPC &module: 
(a) if K is a subhimodule of M then Z(M) = Z(K) + Z(M/K); 
(b) Z(M) = 0 if and only if given x E M, there exist t E T( S; L) and 
u E T( R; N) such that txu = 0; 
(c) if Z(M) = 0 and x,, . . . . x,, E M then there exist t E T(S; L) and 
u E T(R; N) such that txiu = 0 for each i; 
(d) if S = R and Z(M) = 0 and x,, . . . . x,, E M then there exists 
w E T(S; L) = T(R; N) such that wx,w = 0 for each i. 
We note the following consequences of Theorem 3.7. 
COROLLARY 3.8. Let S, R be BPC rings and M he a BPC S-R bimodule 
generated by the subnormalising sequence 0 = uO, u,, . . . . u,. Then Z(M) = 
C;’ Z( WJ W,- , ), where W, = XX Su, for 0 < j < n. If S, R are semiprime then 
Z(M)=C?Bdim((W,/W,~i)/Y(W,lW,~.i)). 
Proof. This follows easily from Theorem 3.7 and Proposition 3.5. 
4. INVERTIBLE IDEALS 
In this section we prove the Invertible Ideal Theorem for BPC rings and 
deduce various consequences of it, including the descending chain con- 
dition on prime ideals. Our proofs are inspired by [l, 21. We say that a 
ring W is an extension ring of a ring R if R E W and 1 R = 1 ,,+,. An ideal 
X of a ring R is invertible if, for some extension ring W of 
R,R=X.{aEW:XacR)={bEW:bX~R}.X.Inthissituationwewrite 
X~‘={a~W:Xa~R}={bEW:bX~R}. 
The following omnibus lemma is proved by trivial modifications of the 
proofs of the corresponding results in [ 1, p, 5871 or [2, Chap. 31. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let X be an invertible ideal of a BPC ring R, and let W be 
an extension ring of R such that X-’ c W and W= U;” X-“. Then 
(a) if A, B are right R submodules of W then (A n B) X = AXn BX 
and(AnB)X-‘=AX-‘nBX-‘; 
(b) if P is a prime ideal of R such that X @ P then XP = PX = X n P 
and X-‘P= PX’: 
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(c) if P is a prime ideal of R such that X g P then (X+ P)/P is an 
invertible ideal of the ring R/P; 
(d) ifI is an ideal qf R then for some integer n > 1, In X2" E IX". 
LEMMA 4.2. Let R be a bi-noetherian ring with invertible ideal X# R and 
suppose N is the intersection of the primes of R minimal over X. Then 
XN= NX and X-IN= NX-‘. 
ProoJ (After [ 1,2]). There is an integer r > 1 such that N’ E X. 
Since X-‘NXg X-IX= R, X-‘NX is an ideal of R. Since 
(X-‘NX)‘= X- ‘N’XE X-IX2 = X, X-‘NXc N. Thus NXE XN and 
X-‘NE NX-‘, and the rest follows by symmetry. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let X be an invertible ideal of a ring R and W be an exten- 
sion ring of R such that X- ’ G W. Let X # R and P be a prime of R minimal 
over X. Then X- ’ PX and XPX- ’ are primes of R minimal over X. 
Proof By symmetry it is sufficient to consider the case of X- ‘PX, 
which is an ideal of R (since X- ‘PX c X- ‘XC R) and clearly contains 
X= X-‘XX. If A, B are ideals of R which strictly contain X-‘PX then 
XAX- ‘, XBX- ’ are ideals of R which strictly contain P. Also X- ‘PX # R, 
so such ideals A, B exist. Since P is prime, XABX-’ @ P; hence 
AB G X-‘PX, which is therefore prime. Hence it contains a prime Q 
minimal over X. By symmetry XQX-’ contains a prime I minimal over X: 
that is, Zc XQX-i E P, and we must have I= P by the minimality of P. 
Hence X- ‘PX= Q, as required. 
If, in the context of Lemma 4.3, the ring R is bi-noetherian, then there 
are only finitely many primes minimal over R. It follows easily that there is 
an integer n, independent of P, such that X -“PX” = P = X”PX n for each 
prime P minimal over X. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let X be an invertible ideal of a BPC ring R and W be an 
extension ring of R such that X- ’ c W and W = u 7 X-“. Suppose A, B are 
BPC R-R subbimodules of W and XA + AX E B s A. Then 
Z( A/B) = Z( AX/BX) = Z( XA/XB) 
(where Z( ) denotes reduced rank as (R/X)-(R/X) bimodule). 
Proof: This is an easy adaptation of the analogous proof in the left- 
right noetherian case. First reduce to the case where A/B is generated by a 
normalising element, and then to the case in which additionally it can be 
assumed that A/B is annihilated on either side by the intersection N of the 
primes minimal over X. The result then follows easily using Proposition 3.5 
and Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3. 
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THEOREM 4.5. Let R he u BPC ring with an invertible ideal X # R. If‘P is 
u prime ideal minirnul over X then height(P) d 1. 
ProqJ: Suppose height(P) > 1, and let D c Q c P be a chain of prime 
ideals. By Lemma 4.1, (X+ D)/D is an invertible ideal of R/D, P/D is 
minimal over (X + D)/D, and P/D, Q/D are non-zero prime ideals of R/D. 
Thus we may assume that R is a prime BPC ring, and also that there is an 
extension ring W of R such that X- ’ c W = u ;- X-“. 
Now let u be a non-zero normalising element of R in Q. Then u is 
regular and by Lemma 4.1(d), uR n X2’ c uX” for some n >, 1. Since P is 
minimal also over X” we may assume n = 1, i.e., that uR n X2 c uX. By the 
modular law uR n (X2 + uX) = uX. 
Now Z((X* + uR)/(X* + uX)) = Z((X* + uX+ uR)/(X’+ uX)) = Z(uR/ 
(uR n (X2 + uX))) = Z( uR/uX) = Z( R/X), where the last equality uses 
the fact that multiplication by u induces a torsion-preserving lattice 
isomorphism between the sets of subbimodules of A and of uA for any ideal 
A of R. 
But Z((X+ uR)/(X’ + uX)) = Z((X+ uR)/X) + Z(X/(X’ + uX)) = 
Z( (X + uR)/X) + Z( R/(X+ uR)) by Lemma 4.4. Hence Z( (X + uR)/ 
(X2 + uX)) = Z( R/X), so by Theorem 3.7, Z( (X + uR)/( X2 + UP)) = 0. 
Thus by Theorem 3.7 again there exists t E T(R; N) such that 
tXtcX*+uRCX*+Q. Hence tXtcX*+XnQ so tXtsX2+XQ by 
Lemma4.l(b). Thus X ‘tXtcX+QcP. Now X~-‘tXcX-‘XGR and t 
is regular mod P (Lemma 2.4), so X~- ‘tX G P. Hence RtR c XPX~~ I. 
By Lemma 4.3, XPX-’ is a prime minimal over N. But t is regular 
mod XPX- ’ by Lemma 2.4, contradicting RtR c_ XPX ‘. 
COROLLARY 4.6. Let R be a BPC ring and Ru = uR # R he an ideal ?f’R. 
[f P is a prime minimal over Ru then height(P) d 1. 
Proqf!f: It is standard [2] to reduce to the case R is prime and u is a 
non-zero non-unit. The set D = { 1, u, u*, . ..) is a left-right Ore set of regular 
elements, and if W is the ring of quotients of R with respect to D then 
X=Ru, X ‘=u ‘R = Ru ‘, and W = U,:= l X ‘I satisfy the conditions of 
the theorem. 
COROLLARY 4.7. Let R be a BPC ring with prime radical N; let 
t E T(R; N) and t # 1 + N. Jf P is a prime of R minimal over t then 
height(P) = 1. 
Proof Since t E P, Lemma 2.4 implies P is not minimal over N. Let Q 
be a prime of R contained in P and minimal over N. Then t 4 Q, also by 
Lemma 2.4, and t + Q is a normalising element of R/Q, from Section 2. 
Since P/Q is minimal over t + Q the result follows. 
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It is worth remarking that Corollary 4.7 is a much stronger result than 
any obtainable for an arbitrary element c of the set C(N) of elements of a 
right noetherian ring R regular mod its prime radical N, since a prime P 
minimal over c can have arbitrarily large height. 
The following result resembles theorems due to P. F. Smith [IO] and 
A. V. Jategaonkar [S]. 
COROLLARY 4.8. Let R be a BPC ring and P a prime ideal generated by 
a finite suhnormalising sequence u, , . . . . u,. Then ht(P) d n. Hence the set qf 
prime ideals of R satiTfie.7 the descending chain condition. 
Proof. This follows easily from Corollary 4.6 by a straightforward 
adaptation of the proofs in [S, lo]. The necessary “trick” was introduced 
by Smith in [lo]. 
Since we have proved a “good” principal ideal theorem for BPC rings, it 
is worth remarking on two respects in which BPC rings are unlike com- 
mutative rings. First, if K is a commutative field and R is the ring of 2 x 2 
upper triangular matrices over K, then R is a (left-right artinian) BPC ring, 
but there is no reasonable notion of primary decomposition in R. This 
observation, due to Curtis [4], follows from the fact that the zero ideal of 
R is irreducible, but there are two distinct primes minimal over it. 
Second, it is well known [9, Theorem 1441 that if P c Q are prime ideals 
of a commutative noetherian ring then either there are no primes between 
them or there are infinitely many. By contrast, Chatters and Jordan [3] 
have exhibited for any integer n 30 a left-right noetherian BPC domain 
with exactly n + 1 prime ideals 0 = P, c P, c . c P,, 
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